Functional relations between primate motor cortex cells and muscles: fixed and flexible.
In behaving monkeys the effects of motor cortex cells on muscles are inferred from two quite different types of 'correlational' evidence: their coactivation and cross-correlation. Many precentral cells are coactivated with limb muscles, suggesting that they make a proportional contribution to muscle activity; however, such coactivation is typically quite flexible, and can be changed by operantly conditioning the dissociation of cell and muscle activity. Cross-correlating cells and muscles by spike-triggered averaging of the electromyogram (EMG) shows that certain cells produce short-latency post-spike facilitation of EMG; this correlational linkage is relatively fixed under different behavioural conditions and its time course suggests it is mediated by a corticomotoneuronal (CM) synaptic connection. CM cells typically facilitate a set of coactivated agonist muscles, and some also inhibit their antagonists. The firing patterns of CM cells can differ significantly from those of their target muscles. During ramp-and-hold wrist responses most CM cells discharge a phasic burst that precedes target muscle onset and that contributes to changes in muscle activity. At low force levels many CM cells are activated without their target motor units. Conversely, many CM cells are paradoxically inactive during rapid forceful movements that vigorously activate their target muscles; they appear to be preferentially active during finely controlled movements. Thus CM cells, with a fixed correlational linkage to their target muscles, may be recruited without their target muscles, and vice versa.